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ABSTRACT 
The paper presents a system based on biometrics that 

generates the person‟s face by scanning of the palm. It does 

the recognition of an unknown person which is not enrolled in 

the database before. A new approach is introduced using 

Biometrics where high security tasks like criminal 

identification and investigation, along with various other 

applications like extracting the person‟s detail from the 

universal database of a country/place, recognizing the face of 

the person who met with some casualties, checking out the 

last person who attended the ATM machine ,etc. The study 

shows that there is a relationship between palm and face. Just 

by the palm scan the proposed system will generate eyes, 

nose, eyebrows and lips of new person. And by recognition of 

the person by the generated face features further investigation 

can be done by central database of the country/place.  

Keywords 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In today‟s era, where security is the major area of concern, a 

tremendous technology biometric is used. Wherever there is a 

word like Biometrics, the very first thing comes to mind is 

safety and security. 

Biometrics is a methodology which provides authentication, 

verification and identification of a person with high accuracy. 

The prominent and magnified benefits of this technology 

which makes it different from pin numbers, passwords, punch 

cards and many others are its uniqueness and universal 

property that is characteristics varies from person to person. 

But to give a new direction to the biometric application a new 

challenging application like recognizing a person and then 

generating all the details is endeavor approach. The proposed 

system generates the outline of the face parts of a person 

including eyes, ears, nose, lips and eyebrows without any 

acquaintance of the person before. This would be done by 

scanning the palm and thus all the details of the person will be 

generated correspondingly. 

 The details of that new person need connectivity with central 

universal database of a country. This is Palm to Face (P2F) 

recognition technique without any knowledge about the 

person before. This AI system will automatically make 

intelligent output by the knowledge (of “what exists in 

system”) by training it. The system will be trained by ANN 

technique [1][2]. ANN helps the system in modeling complex 

networks. 

This new application can help in various new investigation 

aspects like determining all the details of a person by 

recognizing the face by the palm scan in case of casualties. 

The casualties can be meeting with an accident, or may get 

burnt accidentally, or was the last person to access the ATM 

or any secured information system. This new challenging idea 

can help cops in various investigation processes. 

This paper is divided into many modules explaining various 

features related to [3] methodology used - Biometrics [1] 

technique used – ANN [2] Training methodology [4] Features 

extraction. 

2. BIOMETRICS 
Biometrics is the science and technology of measuring and 

analyzing biological data. In information technology, 

biometrics refers to technology that measures and analyzes 

human body characteristics, such as DNA, fingerprints, 

retinas and irises, voice patterns, facial patterns and hand 

measurements, for authentication and authorization purposes. 

 

Verification is becoming increasingly common in corporate 

and public security systems, consumer electronics and point 

of sale (POS) applications [3]. In addition to security, the 

driving force behind biometric verification has been that it is 

the property of any individual that neither can be stolen nor it 

can be duplicated. Although the innovations up till now are 

that the Biometric technology is taken as the area, deployed 

in security and safety. Furthermore a new approach can be 

added shifting it from the security measure to a new platform. 

Depending on the application status, a biometric system 

works in four modes: the enrolment, the verification, the 

identification and the screening [3]. 

 

 

 

 

http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/definition/authentication
http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/definition/biometric-verification
http://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/0,,sid9_gci774854,00.html
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Fig 1: Training of proposed system 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2: Recognizing a person 

3. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK 
ANN is a computational mathematical model which is 

inspired by the biological neural network and is composed of 

artificial neurons [2][4]. It has some fascinating features like 

learning, generalization, fast computation, less data 

requirements, ease of implementation and software and 

hardware availability. Artificial neural networks may either be 

used to gain an understanding of biological neural networks, 

or for solving artificial intelligence problems without creating 

a model of a real biological system. 

 It is a decision making tool and can also be used to model 

complex relationship between inputs and outputs or to find 

patterns in the data. Multi-layered perceptron (MLP) is an 

ANN architecture that can be trained by many learning 

algorithms [1][2][4]. 

 

The MLP has input, output and hidden layers in its structure. 

Hidden layers can be more than one. It utilizes a supervised 

technique known BACKPROPOGATION (BPN) [1][4]. 

The input layer represents the raw information that is fed into 

the system. The neurons in the input layer may be treated as 

buffers and input signal will be distributed to the neurons of 

the hidden layer. The output of each neuron in the hidden 

layer is obtained from the sum of the multiplication of all 

input signals. The sum can be calculated in the form of 

function. This function can be of various types a sigmoid 

function, a signum function, a simple threshold function or a 

hyperbolic tangent function [3]. 

The output of neurons can be calculated in the same way. The 

weights are adapted with the help of learning algorithm to be 

used to train the system [5]. The errors can be computed by 

subtracting ANN outputs from the desired outputs. MLPs 

might be trained with many different learning algorithms 

[2][3][4]. There are many different algorithms that can be 

used to train the system. 
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Fig 3: ANN technique (system training) 

 

4. LITERATUREREVIEW 
S. Sagiroglu, N. Ozkaya,Member, IEEE, 2012 [6][7], have 

shown a close relationships between fingerprints and faces. 

Improvement in the proposed system is still sustained for the 

purpose of analysing and modelling of this relationship for the 

future developments in biometrics and security applications. 

 

S,eref SA˘GIRO˘GLU, Necla ¨O ZKAYA [8] in their paper 

proposed system that has a number of modules including two 

feature enrolment modules for acquiring the fingerprints and 

faces into the system. This system has an ANN module that 

was configured with Taguchi‟s design method for establishing 

relationships among the biometric features. This system 

consists of a face reconstruction for building up face features 

from the results of the system and a test module for testing the 

result of the system. The results shows that the face features 

can be successfully generated from the finger prints only. 

Jain, A.K, Ross, A. and Pankanti, S. [9][10] in their paper 

used and enrolment phase and a feature extraction phase, used 

to acquire the biometric data of the person and then extracting 

the feature set from the acquired biometric data. These 

extracted features are stored in database. Later, when the user 

wants to authenticate, the measurement of same biometric is 

taken and the same feature extraction procedure is applied and 

then comparison is done with stored database values. If the 

measures are in threshold range then the user is considered as 

authentic. 

The study of the paper encouraged that a training system 

using ANN or FBPN can be used to outline the face of the 

person automatically. The person is unknown to the system 

then the face of the person is generated. Thus, there can be 

asystem that may be used not only to authenticate and verify 

but also to recognize the person uniquely. 
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Fig 4:  Flowchart of proposed Biometric system 

5. METHODOLOGY USED 

1. Data is collected by extracting features (geometry) of palm 

as a set of inputs to the system. 

2. Corresponding to the particular palm, corresponding face 

features will also be extracted. 

3. The face features are stored as templates in database. 

4. Train the system by ANN (back propagation algorithm), 

more training patterns are required to increase the accuracy of 

the biometric system. 

5. Training of the system will be done by known and directly 

correlated parameters. 

6. Errors are calculated comparing the calculated output and 

the target output. 

7. Based on the studied patterns output will be generated for 

new input data. 

8. Further when a new input is taken in the system it will 

generate its face features as output. 

9. After face recognition, all the details of the person will be 

extracted from universal database of a place/country. 

 

6. STEPWISE DETAILS 

6.1 Palm- feature extraction 
6.1.1 Scan the palm through scanner. Convert the palm image 

to binary value (fig.5). [11][12] 

6.1.2 Draw the outline of hand image using 8-connected pixel 

algorithm [11]. 

6.1.3 Determine the wrist centre „Wc‟ [13][14] and retrain for 

the known input patterns. 

 

 
 

Fig 5: Palm to gray scale 

6.1.4 Find the four-finger web points (Xfw1, Yfw1) (Xfw2, Yfw2) 

(Xfw3, Yfw3) (Xfw4, Yfw4), and store them in a finger web vector 

[2x4] (fig.5) [11]. 
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Fig 6: Outlining and locating valley points 

6.1.5 Calculate the minimum distance from each finger web 

points to the opposite-front boundary pixel positions and for 

the last finger web point calculate minimum distance in both 

front and backward pixel positions and store the distances in a 

vector called minimum distance vector [1x5] (fig.6). 

 

Fig 7: Minimum distance measurement 

6.1.6 To extract the region of interest (ROI)[15] trace along 

the outline of the image until minimum distance pixel is 

encountered from Wc. 

6.1.7 Repeat the above step moving in a clockwise direction 

until the starting point „Wc‟ is encountered (fig.8). 

 
Fig 8: Extracted palm 

 

6.1.8 Detect the minutiae points and geometry of palm. 

[16][17] (fig.9). 

6.1.9Enhance and improve the image of palm to filter the 

noise and thin the image. 

 

 
Fig 9: Palm geometry 

6.2 Face-feature extraction 
6.2.1 Scan the face samples. 

6.2.2 Convert the image in grey level representation. 

6.2.3 Draw the contour points to have different directions [18] 

and will develop the face outline (fig.10) 

 

Fig 10: Detecting eyes and vertical distance 

6.2.4 Find the maximum vertical distance in the face outline 

and select one of the end points as reference point „X3‟ 

(fig.11-b) 

 

Fig 11: Face outlining 

6.2.5 To find the eye center and eyebrow endpoint which will 

detect the darkest region by yang et al[19]and from the 

reference point „X‟ the equal distance to the darkest region 

(eye) will confirm its position (fig.11-a). 
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6.2.6Then the mouth center will be detected [18], a triangle 

will be made by the three point eye centers and mouth center 

[18]. The triangle represents the area in which nose lies 

(fig.12). 

 

 

Fig 12: Locating nose 

6.2.7 Draw the horizontal line to the end point (darkest 

region) of mouth (maximum contrast) using an integral 

projection by yang at el [19]. 

6.2.8 Extract the geometrical face features [18] (fig.13). 

 

Fig.13 Face formation 

6.3 Prepare database 
6.3.1By extracting the face features and palm features, store 

them as data sets [17]. 

6.3.2 These data sets are used for training the biometric 

system. 

 

6.4 Training 
6.4.1 Large training patterns will increase the accuracy of the 

system. 

6.4.2 The known input patterns will be used for training. 

6.4.3 The testing will show the error by comparing calculated 

output by target output. 

6.4.4 The step 6.4.3 will be repeated unless the error is 

minimized. 

6.5 Connectivity with universal database 
6.5.1 Input a new palm and the same algorithm is applied. 

6.5.2The face less than threshold value features will be 

generated and the person will be recognized. 

6.5.3 After recognizing the person all the details will be 

fetched by the central database. 

7. CONCLUSION 
This paper contains the module for the training of biometric 

system by ANN. The training requires data sets that are 

extracted features of palm and face. And the trained system 

will therefore generate the face features including eyes, lips, 

nose, and eyebrows of a new person. Hence it proves that 

there is a relationship between two biometric features- palm 

and face. The study will give a new area of application of 

Biometrics and the advanced approach to be used in security 

and other measures. 

So it will have significant impact on security as well as, it will 

be useful in investigation procedure. The investigation area 

involves recognizing an individual in casualties by the palm 

scan and hence later on details can be fetched from the 

universal database of the country/place. 
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